Healthcheck
Keep your Sophos software well tuned
ÌÌ Be sure your information security
is keeping pace with change

ÌÌ Analyze and evaluate new threat
sources

ÌÌ Be ready to handle employee
turnover, reorganizations and
fast growth

ÌÌ Identify any gaps in meeting your
security requirements

ÌÌ Adapt to new technology
infrastructure
ÌÌ Take into account any policy and
procedure changes

ÌÌ Address new compliance
requirements
ÌÌ Get a read on your Sophos
endpoint, encryption, gateway
and network security

You implemented our software correctly and protected your
information thoroughly. The business, the threats and the
technology infrastructure changed. Is it time for a tuneup?
The project-based Healthcheck service ensures your Sophos
endpoint, encryption, gateway and network software is
configured to meet your security needs today.

What you get
ÌÌ We take into account all changes to
your requirements and configuration
since your software was deployed
ÌÌ We analyze your current
configuration, policies and
procedures
ÌÌ We match your current solution
against best practices
ÌÌ We identify any gaps in the
fulfillment of your security
requirements
ÌÌ We cover all the recommendations
needed to close requirement gaps,
improve protection and reduce
your costs

Adapt and adjust—with expert help
A well-intentioned effort to reconfigure security
solutions can miss the mark or cost more than
necessary. With Sophos, you get experts who
have helped many organizations update their
security measures and nailed it with the right
changes. We help you scope the project and
cover your endpoint, encryption, gateway and
network security with precision.
What changed? We identify what is different in the
business, technology and environment.
Determine gaps Change creates security openings, and we
help catch them.
Fill the gaps We close any gaps that have emerged in
security or compliance.
Handle new rules The standards only get tougher, and
compliance is mandated.
Acheive higher returns Your Sophos investment can
improve with time. Our work in Healthcheck engagments
seeks to increase your ROI and make your security stronger
than when you started with Sophos.

For more information
Visit sophos.com/support to learn
how we can help your organization.

Healthcheck

We look at every aspect of your
information security
With Healthcheck, our first job is to build a
complete picture of your security situation.
That view includes your architecture, security
posture and current threat exposure.

Are your current security policies up to date and
enforceable? Does your threat management
process stand up to today's latest blended
threats? Has your infrastructure reached its
limits for security purposes? We answer these
questions by taking a series of steps.

Identify project team members These are the people who
know your security and infrastructure from the ground up.

Best practices analysis We complete a rigorous
comparison of your current security policies to industry best
practices for safeguarding data and networks.

Administer security questionnaire The questionnaire is
based on our worldwide experience identifying security gaps.

Assess policy enforcement We determine how
consistently and completely security policies are enforced.

Interviews We conduct onsite interviews and/or workshop
with your project team members.

Pinpointing gaps Once defined, we can address the
vulnerabilities.

We identify the actions you need to
take to close the gaps
Healthcheck delivers recommendations that
are precisely geared to your current security
needs. We outline the actions required at the
architecture, configuration and policy levels.
Architectural changes In some organizations, growth or
security threats make it advisable to modify the security
infrastructure and architecture.
Configuration changes Where our consultants identify
configuration changes that are advisable, we can also carry
out those changes.
Optimization plan We deliver a complete plan to optimize
your security solution. This plan covers policy changes, new
policy enforcement methods if needed, and upgrades to
your threat management procedures. We also recommend a
specific deployment model and strategy for your company.

Proven ITIL-based methodology
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We apply a comprehensive, ITIL-based methodology and
proven tools to every engagement. You receive not only
the best expertise, but the best practices to help you
deploy and use your Sophos software.

Healthcheck

Get more out of your software—
from planning to operation
Sophos Professional Services support the
lifecycle of Sophos software—from planning
and implementation to ongoing operation of
the system.
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Healthcheck is a structured program from
Sophos Professional Services that helps you
optimize an existing endpoint, encryption,
gateway or network solution based on our
software. With Healthcheck, our consultants
apply best practices to help you manage your
Sophos software through inevitable changes.

For more information
Visit sophos.com/support to learn
how we can help your organization.
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